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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1Afreximbank is pleased and honored to have been invited to
participate in the ICAZ Investors Conference on the theme
“Zimbabwe Ripe for investment, Poised for growth" and to
share with delegates, the Bank’s experience in investing in
Zimbabwe, a shareholder country of the Bank, over the past
decade through trade and trade-related project financing.
1.2
In this presentation, I will:
 Give a brief on Afreximbank and its programmes and facilities
in Section 2;
 Discuss the Bank’s investment experience in financing trade
and trade-related projects to promote trade and economic
development in Zimbabwe in Section 3; and
 Conclude the presentation in Section 4.
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2 AFREXIMBANK: The Trade Finance Bank for Africa
Afreximbank:
Established by African Governments, African Institutional
Investors and Non-African Investors in October 1993,
African Export-Import Bank is an African supranational
financial institution with preferred creditor status in its
member countries
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The Bank works with African and non-African Export
Credit Agencies, Development Finance Institutions,
Commercial Banks and other Multilateral Institutions to
support trade finance activities in Africa.
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 MANDATE OF THE BANK:
The Mandate of the Bank is to:
Finance and Promote Intra-and Extra-African Trade
using three (3) broad services namely:
 Credit (Trade and Project Financing)
 Risk Bearing (Guarantees and Credit
Insurance)
 Trade Information and Advisory Services
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 KEY PROGRAMMES AND FACILITIES
The following constitute the key programmes and
facilities of the Bank:
Line of Credit Programme;
Syndications Programme;
Note Purchase Programme’
Financial Future Flow Pre-Financing Programme;
Direct Financing Programme;
Project Related Financing Programme;
Asset-Backed Lending Programme;
Receivables Purchase/Discounting Programme;
COUNTRY PROGRAMME;
ECA Loans Facilitation Programme;
Afreximbank Construction/Tourism-Linked Relay Facility
(CONTOUR)
 African Correspondent Banking and Letter of Credit
Confirmation Facility (AFRICORRBANKING)
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3.AFREXIMBANK’S INVESTMENT EXPERIENCE
IN ZIMBABWE
The Bank’s experience will be discussed as follows:
3.1 The Bank’s financial support to Zimbabwe;
3.2 The challenges facing investors in Zimbabwe;
3.3 Key issues that makes investing in Zimbabwe
attractive; and

3.4 The Bank’s view on the investment opportunities
in Zimbabwe.
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3.1 AFREXIMBANK’S SUPPORT TO ZIMBABWE OVER
THE PAST DECADE
The Bank’s COUNTRY PROGRAMME is aimed at
assisting its member countries in peculiar difficulties
requiring special solutions.


Afreximbank introduced its first Country Programme
in Zimbabwe in 2001 to deal with peculiar difficulties
facing the Zimbabwean economy exacerbated by the
withdrawal of foreign financiers from that country at
the beginning of the 2000s.
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 Specific objectives of the first country programme:


To provide short-term financing to Zimbabwe for
meeting critical food and energy imports;



To overcome the implicit threat of boycott of
Zimbabwe’s gold exports by trading it for oil from major
African oil producing countries thereby freezing oil
import financing for use to meet food import;



To seek to reduce the foreign exchange requirements
for meeting Zimbabwe’s import needs given the high
intra-regional content of its total trade; and



To design a mechanism for managing the image of
Zimbabwe in key African and foreign countries, etc.
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As part of the Country Programme, the Bank provided trade and
trade-related project financing including:
I.
Lines of credit to a selected number of Banks for the
importation of:
 Petroleum products;
 Grains and fertilizers;
 Intermediate goods to support manufacturing/agricultural
production
II. Export financing facilities in support of processing of goods
for export:
 Tobacco
 Metals;
 Horticulture;
 Cotton and manufactures; and
III. Project financing in support of:
 Telecoms; and
 Export manufacturing and mining.
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IV.

Key facilities provided under the 1st Country Programme
included:
 USD25 Million Grain Import Financing Facility
 USD35 Million Gold Export Backed Financing Facility
 USD100 Million Revolving Import/Exports Relay Trade
Financing facility to Zimbabwean banks

On average, total disbursement exceeded USD 500 million
Per Annum and loans outstanding ranged between
USD250million and USD 300 million at the end of each year
over the past years.
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 Enhanced Financing Facility(EFF)


In 2008, The Bank put together an Enhanced Financing
Facility to ensure the effectiveness of its intervention
under a New Country Programme.



The enhanced financing facility under the Second
Country Programme was aimed at reorganizing the
various facilities to make them more directly supportive
of the Government’s priorities especially in relation to
the achievement of economic stability.



Such prioritization was important in order to make the
Bank’s intervention more relevant and supportive of the
country’s economic recovery programme.
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Specific objectives of the EFF Programme
The specific objectives of the EFF Programme were
to:


Help stabilize the Zimbabwean economy and
support resumption of economic growth;



Improve the supply of foreign exchange in
Zimbabwe so as to reduce its constraining effect
on the economy; and,



Improve the availability of essential commodities
in Zimbabwe, especially oil, grains and agricultural
inputs.
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Under the Enhanced Programme, the following
facilities were provided in support of Zimbabwean
private sector entities:
I.

US$100 million Grains and Oil Import Financing
Facilities;

II.

US$150 million metals and minerals Exports-Backed
Facility;

III.

US$50 million Revolving Guarantee in Support of
Migrant Remittances and Diaspora Bond Issuance; etc,
etc
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Additional Enhancement



In 2011, the Bank put in place a US$100 million
Zimbabwe Economic and Trade Revival Facility (ZETREF)
for the purpose of supporting Small and Medium-Scale
Enterprises in Zimbabwe to enable them contribute
effectively to the country’s economic recovery.



The proceeds of ZETREF was disbursed to selected
Zimbabwean banks for on-lending to Small and Medium
Scale Enterprises (SMEs).
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ZETREF aims at:



Facilitating access of strategic industries/enterprises to
reasonably priced financing to extend productive capacities of
SMEs in Zimbabwe so as to contribute effectively to economic
and trade development in Zimbabwe;



Supporting local business in the country which are currently
facing challenges with respect to high cost of funds, limited
financing opportunities and the lack of long term financing; and



Supporting companies operating in regions less serviced by local
banks.

It is expected that 27 enterprises employing about 400 people will
benefit directly from the facility and that beneficiary entities will
help strengthen export manufacturing in Zimbabwe.
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The Bank is currently working on an initiative to support the
Zimbabwean banking sector through a US$100million Trade
Debt-backed Securities Facility (AFTRADES) aimed at
releasing some liquidity in the sector.



AFTRADES aims at:
Unlocking the deposits held by the international banks in order
to inject the much needed liquidity in the economy;





triggering the return to the banking system of funds that have
been kept out due to lack of confidence in the system and lack
of viable instruments to invest in; and



stimulation of the interbank market will result in the multiplier
effect by which each dollar injected into the system will have
benefits which are several times its value as a result of the
circulation of the money in the system.
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3.2 CHALLENGES FACING INVESTORS
The following are some of the challenges facing investors in Zimbabwe
that need to be addressed :
 Infrastructure deficit: Zimbabwe has a perennial infrastructure
deficit across the major infrastructure classes, which has
reduced the country`s competitiveness. The country`s roads
have largely outlived their design lives making overland
transport of cargo to and form ports slow and more expensive.
Inadequate domestic generation has adversely impacted on
industrial production leading to huge loss of economic output
due to power outages. Companies have to resort to using
generators which are 40 times more expensive than grid
electricity. The rail sub sector is not optimally operating due to
aged locomotives and wagons thus limiting available carriage
capacity
 Cost of doing business: Zimbabwe is one of the highest ranked
countries in the world in relation to cost of doing business. All
effort must be made to ensure that the environment is business
friendly so as to attract needed investment to increase
productivity.
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Negative

market

perception:

Leading to
Zimbabwe being perceived as a high risk country
due
to
international
market
views
on
indigenization, property rights and economic policy.
The government is working to ensure that there is
clarity on these issues as part of efforts aimed at
boosting investor confidence.

In spite of these challenges, Afreximbank has made
significant investment in Zimbabwe to promote trade
and economic growth. Through various programmes
and facilities, the Bank`s current exposure to
Zimbabwe is around USD400million spread across
several sectors with success in all its transactions.
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3.3Key issues making investing in Zimbabwe
attractive
 Competitiveness: resource availability, high returns,
development of business value chain, although there is
still room for improvement on infrastructure
development in order to lower transaction costs;
 Regulatory environment: Excessive regulations tend to
hinder commercial activities;
 Stability: Both political and economic stability;
 Business climate: Prospects of growth that result from
availability of resources and market;and
 Openness to regional and International Trade: Export
friendly policies.
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3.4 AFREXIMBANK’S VIEW ON INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe has areas of accelerated growth which pose
investment opportunities as follows:
 Being an agrarian economy, there is need to transform
the economy from one of heavily dependent on
Agriculture to one of promoting value added exports
through supporting agro-processing industries;

 The energy sector as an enabler must be supported with
adequate funding through private investors, public
private partnerships and from DFIs. The role of the
government is to create a conducive environment to
boost investor confidence if this must be achieved;
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 The mining sector should be supported with the needed
boost to attract other private investors;
 Effort should be aimed at expanding the Manufacturing
sector;
 Tourism, a very important element in the services sector
should not be allowed to decline further. In this regard,
the country must be seen to be conducive and friendly
to tourists; and
 The telecommunications sub-sector is equally critical
and must be supported through a conscious effort to
attract private investors as well as DFIs.
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4. Conclusion


The Bank has so far not suffered any loss from doing
business in Zimbabwe in spite of international investors’
high risk perception of the country.



During the period of our engagement, Afreximbank
maintained
close
working
relationships
with
Zimbabwean banks (who served as trade and project
finance intermediaries of the Bank) and engage relevant
stakeholders including the Bankers’ Association,
Ministry of Finance and the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
to support the rebuilding of the economy.
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The Bank’s support to Zimbabwe over the years have
contributed to enhancing economic recovery and revival
of private sector entities in the country.



Our successful engagement with Zimbabwe is presently
encouraging international banks and investors to return
to Zimbabwe.

“Our only limitations are those we set up in our own
minds” and “The starting point of all achievement is
desire” Napoleon Hill
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